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Dressing the Past: Women's Roles and
Costumes in 1939 America
Christie Genochio
The 1930s in America was a decade of self-conscious escapism, a post-Depression, pre-war carousel
of colors, costumes, and consumerism. Hollywood
catered to a nation in need of a cultural pick-me-up by
producing films exuding glamour, abundance, and
sensuality, qualities that helped distance nearly 85
million moviegoers each week from the realities of
deprivation and economic anxiety rippling through the
collective conscious. Exotic locales, idealized stars, and
a package of richly textured costumes, perfected makeup and hair, and roles driven by strength and
survivalism allowed viewers to luxuriate in a cinematically re-imagined world and to redefine and mold
themselves according to the ideals so beautifully
embodied onscreen.
By 1939, American women had spent ten years
convincing themselves that they were alive, healthy,
and hearty; that they were feminine, versatile, and
romantic; and that they were sexy, willful, driven, and
ready to do their part should another World War break
out. Taking their clothing cues from Hollywood icons
and epic costume designs, women at the end of the
1930s adapted their wardrobes according to the
vicissitudes of their own cultural roles; by translating
Erte and Adrian designs into Sears catalogue items
and off-the-rack ensembles, the average woman could
costume herself in ways that visibly manifested the
multiplicity of roles available to and encompassed by
her. She was ingenue, matron, glamour girl, housewife, working woman, mother, vamp-and soon she
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would be the "gal back home," pinup girl, and Rosie
the Riveter. These roles, witnessed both in average
American homes and on screen in films like George
Cukor's The Women (1939), became the subject of
discourse in periodicals like the New York Times and
Photoplay, were represented in fashion magazines like
Vogue, and were made wearable in the inventories of
the Sears catalog. Glamour provided a new aesthetic
ethos for America's wives and mothers, an ethos
embracing sex appeal, independence, and the dream
of beauty imbued with power. Some cultural critics
derided the "denaturing" effect of glamour while others
extolled it for unleashing the female imagination. In
either case, the fashion industry in 1939 provided the
tools for transformation with movie costume-inspired
costumes for everyday life. The American woman's
wardrobe conflated a life-affirming emphasis on
natural physicality and functional performance with
the fantasy of hope and possibility conveyed in stylistic
allusions to movie heroines and starlets.
Since 1932, fashion moguls, like Vogue's stable of
stylists, set new patterns for femininity that emphasized female naturalness and aliveness. Photo spreads
drew on connotations of health, travel, sports, and
leisure were the themes of covers depicting athletic,
tan, active women. 1 Cover girls posed outdoors in
scantier garments: "More of the body than ever was
exposed to the sun and a new slim, firm athleticism
was pursued" as women's style dictated that the
female sex was "now to be reckoned with, no longer the
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1

Valerie Lloyd, The Art of Vogue: Photographic Covers- Fifty
Years of Fashion and Design, (New York: Conde Nast
Publications Limited, 1986), 14.
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sensitive, dominated creatures of the past. "2
Prior to 1938, emulation of romantic silver screen
images took precedence in consumer imaginations as
big-budget period films, like Cecil B. De Mille's Cleopatra (1934), starring Claudette Colbert, allowed for epic
costume designs reveling in exotica and spectacle. De
Mille "filled the film with the lush exoticism" that his
audience craved, stuffing the scene compositions with
feathers, gold lame, a plethora of jewels, and a bevy of
barely-dressed beauties. 3 During that time, Sears
sought to capitalize on the movies' escapist place in
American society by expanding its market of accessories and dresses endorsed by stars like Loretta Young,
Claudette Colbert, Fay Wray, Adrienne Am.es, and even
Shirley Temple. These celebrity labels appeared in
contrast with 1930's introduction of women's overalls,
which not only acknowledged women's entry into the
labor force by providing them with practical attire, but
also marked the intrusion of more masculine style
cues into female fashion. While large hats, lace,
ribbons, florals, and bias-cut dresses inundated the
market,4 women inundated the working world as
factory workers and career girls, which meant an
increase in suits, sportswear, durable materials, and
versatile styles. Women were adopting new and varied
roles in society, and this reflected in the contrasting
contents of their closets.
2

Ibid.

3

Hollywood and History: Costume Design in Film, Organized

by Edward Maeder, (London: Thames and Hudston Ltd, 1987),
48.
4

Everyday Fashions of the Thirties As Pictured in Sears
Catalogs, Edited by Stella Blum, (New York: Dover Publications,
Inc.), Publishers Note.
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But 1938 does indeed stand as a benchmark in
fashion history. The penultimate year of the Thirties
marked a transition in American couture, signifying a
shift from the insulated Golden Age of Glamour to an
awareness of the lean times waiting in the wings of the
1940s. 1938 saw Adolf Hitler create the
Oberkommando der Wehrmacht (High Command of
the Armed Forces) putting control of Germany's militia
in his hands; the Vatican recognize Franco's regime in
Spain during the Spanish Civil War; Howard Hughes
complete his record 91-hour around the world; the
annexation of the Sudetenland; Orson Welles's
hysteria-inducing radio broadcast of The War of the
Worlds; and Kristallnacht, which heralded the start of
the Holocaust. Amidst the upheaval, coquetry made its
entry into high fashion, as did an emphasis on artifice
with the return of the corset. Americans required
romanticism to distract them from the troubles abroad
and the looming possibility of another war, and in
order to lift their spirits, they needed to "elevate" their
style. According to fashion historian Julian Robinson,
the "Up, Up, Up Fashion" lifted hats, hair, collars,
skirts-and prices. 5 Even hair and make-up styles
followed this trend: the flat crown was upswept with
temple curls and tight clusters of curls, the sides and
back of the head went from fluffy side volume to side
rolls, and hairpieces appeared to add even more curl
clusters to women's heads. 6
The up-dos and fashion shifts not only mimicked
the intended mindset of the public, but also spoke to
5

Julian Robinson, Fashion in the '30s, (New York: Olympic
Marketing Corp, 1986), 90.
6
Hollywood and History, p. 46.
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the occupational needs of women and their exertion of
control both at home and in the office. Flowing tresses
or loose hair endangered or at least encumbered
women concentrating on work; not only would it need
to be brushed aside or constantly managed, but it also
clearly exploited their femininity in an environment in
which they sought increasing autonomy and leverage.
If women wanted to be taken seriously in the workplace, they needed a costume quick-change.
1938 marked the early phase of female re-selffashioning. That year, one Sears ad declared, "It's a
Suit Year-and styles have never been so flattering, so
sensible." Female shoppers were prodded to "invest
your capital in a suit" that was both durable and
classic, with pencil slim princess lines, shoulder
padding, pockets, and "kick pleats for walking room." 7
Investments suddenly seemed cute and winsome with
pleats and pencil lines; every woman could be like
Jean Arthur's clerical character-turned-Jimmy Stewart's wife, Alice Sycamore, in the 1938 Best Picture
Winner You Can't Take it With You, directed by Frank
Capra. Alice is competent, firm, free-spirited, charming, and funny, whether in a chiffon evening gown,
office attire, or playful pantsuit. Following her lead,
real women found themselves targeted by the ensemble campaign "Four Different Women and Every One is
You." According to the full-page spread, women should
"dress to express yourself; be exactly the woman you
want to be .. . gay, gallant, tailored or enchanting by day,
stirring and glamorous at night," with Sears clothes
that promised to "put excitement and drama into your
life" for a low price. Images of a "good sport" with
7

Everyday Fashions, p. 100
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walking shoes, hair scarf, play suit and coat, and
goggles; a woman "business-like in a suit for town"; a
"lovely and feminine" floral dress with waist bow,
gloves, hose, and wide-brimmed hat; and a "glamorous
lady after dark" in a romantic wrap with kerchief and
gardenias. 8 By enhancing the versatility and variety of
a won1an's wardrobe, characters were created for her
to play, transforming a mutable, somewhat unstable
role identity into a game of drama and dreams. By
wearing the Fay Wray or Claudette Colbert labels or
donning dresses inspired by film costumes, women
shifted between identities in order to perform multiple
functions in society without leaving the escapist
embrace of glamour.
According to Robinson, 1939 adhered to the
concept of"the more serious the times, more assertive
the fashion." These "assertive" trends included flared
skirts, close-fitting jackets, hats as the pinnacle of
style, new colors and weaves, a refined and highbusted silhouette, corseted waist, and padded bust
and hips-for added softness. These attempted to
inject a new vivacity and power into the female image.
Corsets contrived the wasp-waist and hour-glass
figures, but the undergarments still had to allow
women to go about their business, which meant they
had to be soft, comfortable, and supportive while
curved and cut to support and shape the body to lift
the bust and create a "spare-rib" look. 9 Style gurus
insisted that women diet and exercise if necessary, but
wear corsets absolutely: "New dresses demand it,
8

Everyday Fashions, p . 106

9

Robinson, pp. 90-92.
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corsets contrive it." 10 Fashion-forwardness told a story
of deception and contrived naturalism as women were
expected to fulfill contradictory expectations: they had
to be His Girl Friday and Scarlett O'Hara, to be solid
and capable as well as sexy and awe-inspiring. This
iron silk image carried with it dualistic weight: it
meant that by this time women were "no longer the
pert little jazz babies of the 20s" but were "cool,
seductive sirens with 'sex appeal. "' 11 However, it also
meant that they were both preparing for and trying to
prevent the impending upheaval of war.
On August 29, 1939, the New York Times printed a
story with the headline "Fashions Viewed as Plea for
Peace; Lilly Dache, Back from Paris, Finds Women
Using Clothes as Weapons Against War; Crisis to
Decide Vogues." The one-column article covered the
speculations of Mme. Dache, a New York millinary
designer traveling on ship from Notmandie with the
likes of Roland Young, James Stewart, Sonja Henie,
Constance Bennett, and Fira Benenson; Mme. Dache
reportedly said:
The 1939 collections prove that they are afraid
of war and are using their most potent weapon,
clothes, to prevent it, by appealing to men's
protective instincts .... If war breaks out, all the
rich, elaborate, and regal clothes women plan
will be thrown away. Instead, they will wear
functional, serviceable, sexless things on the
10

Robinson, p . 92.
The Thirties in Vogue, (New York: Random House
Publishing, 1984), 94
11
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order of uniforms. 12
Her predictions did not go unsubstantiated. The
cover of the November 15, 1938 issue of Vogue, for
example, depicted a Carl Erickson illustration of a
woman in a green trenchcoat driving a convertible. Her
eyes are focused on the road as she steers with one
hand, the other raised in a gesture indicating a double
entendre: on one level she is negligently waving at
someone she knows on the street as she speeds past;
on another, she is parodying the Nazi salute. In an
issue dated July 1, 1939, the cover girl was a photographed model in enormous white sunglasses, applying bright red lipsticks to her parted lips, and clutching a red-and-white striped bag. With a bold blue
background to offset the woman and her accoutrements, the entire composition was colored in patriotic
red, white, and blue. On December 15 of that year,
female photographer Toni Frissell contributed another
photo, this time of champion skier-turned-model Hilda
Sturm on a ski lift, bundled up in winter ski clothes
and shouting greetings to someone below. The low
angle of the camera, leaning position of Sturm's torso,
criss-crossed ski poles, and cross-hatching lift wires
create a dynamic interplay of diagonals and sharp
angles that play up the vibrancy and solidity of the
woman's body. And again, with red hat, scarf, and
cuffs, blue sky and ski suit, and white clouds and
snow, the American flag leaps to mind.
The film industry itself hardly ignored its audi-

I
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12

"Fashions Viewed as Plea for Peace," New York Times, 29
August 1939, 22.
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ence's awareness of the "difficulty in Europe" 13 • In the
middle of 1939's The Women, a comedic film consisting
entirely of women-both human and animal-and
based on the stereotypical power struggles, feminine
wiles, and machinations inherent in aristocratic female
relationships, as well as general female "types," the
sagacious Mrs. Moorehead (Lucile Watson), the "wise
owl" of the bunch, tells her just-divorced daughter
Mary (Norma Shearer), "living alone has its compensations. Heaven knows it's marvelous being able to
spread out in a bed like a swastika." This frank acknowledgment of the German Nazi Party and rather
crass comparison to the female body, coupled with the
images of robust, athletic, and glamorous women,
conveys a message to male and female audiences alike
that women can, and must, be participants in and
expressions of American pride and strength.
The easiest way to usher women into this new era
. of self-fashioning was to provide them with a buffet of
types from which they could pick and choose, and for
which they could dress accordingly. In the August
1939 Photoplay, an article entitled "From 'Vamp' to
'Oomph"' reflected on Hollywood's Glamour Girl
typologies since the start of the century: there was
Biograph Girl, America's Sweetheart, Ecstasy Girl, The
Orchid Lady, The Vamp, Sarong Girl, Platinum Blonde,
It Girl, and Oomph Girl. 14 Beneath the monikers lay
women resting on various points of the sexuality
spectrum, from muffin-baking homemakers to man13

libid.

14

The Talkies: Articles and Rlustrations From a Great Fan
Magazine, 1928-1940, Selection, Text, and Arrangement by

Richard Griffith, "From 'Vamp' to 'Oomph,"' August 1939, 198199.
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stealers to exotic Venuses to wholesome charmers.
Two months prior, on June 25, the New York Times
carried a two-page, photo-saturated feature on "Glamour Girls: A Film Cavalcade," by Frank S. Nugent. He
characterized the "Glamour Types" as: Dashing/ Athletic, Really Wicked, Foreign or Pseudo-Foreign, and Products of the Jazz Era. More importantly,
he designated their specific contributions to American
culture:
And what have been the contributions of Glamour over the years? The Pickford curls, the
Castle bob, the Garbo-Crawford-Rogers hairdos; the verb "to vamp," the quality "it" and
attribute of "yumph." Slacks, beach sandals,
dark sun-glasses and built-in shower baths.
Blood-red fingernails of bird-of-prey length,
open-toed shoes, cafe society, poise even in
Boise, Idaho. Increased travel abroad, the
Charleston and rumba, the art of putting husbands in the wrong (or in their proper place), a
half dozen conflicting solutions to the otherwoman problem. Lessons in deportment, coastto-coast standardization of dress, acquaintance
with some of the duller catch-phrases like "But
definitely!" and "Too, too delicious, my dear."
And-oh, yes!-the permanent acquisition of
Dorothy Lamour's sarong by the Los Angeles
City Museum. 15
This litany reflects the impact of female Hollywood
15

Frank S. Nugent, "Glamour Girls: A Film Cavalcade," New
York Times, 25 June 1939, SMS.
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icons on style, trends, manners, communication,
sexual mores, and notions of femininity, but what it
really indicates is the importance of presentation in
the art of being woman. Particular hairstyles and
outfits, slang and idiomatic expressions, public pres. ence through travel or social gatherings, artifice
applied to marital behavior-all were symbolized the
new American womanhood, a womanhood defined by
its lack of singular definition and by the availability of
multiple roles and methods of self-presentation.
On December 17, 1939, Ray · Gibbons Doyle, a
journalist with the Times, reviewed Margaret Farrand
Thorp's book, America at the Movies. In his assessment
of the text, Doyle considers Thorp's claim that movies,
fan magazines, and movie columnists are collectively
responsible for "new customs and manners and,
sometimes, even strange behavior. For many, social
conduct is guided solely by the screen and the 'hints'
columns. Revolutions in styles have been traced to the
same source."
Going even further, he refers to the "recipes of the
stars" diyulged in glamour mags, recipes American
housewives voraciously prepare in order to somehow
reify their identification with favorite Hollywood
figures. Similarly, they decorate their homes to look
like the stars' weekend bungalows.
At its worst, the influence of the silver screen led
members of both sexes "to let imagination produce a
slight but satisfactory confusion of their own identities
with the identities of glamour girls and boys." 16 For
instance, the infamous barbecue dress from Gone with
16

Ray Gibbons Doyle, "The Movies in their Connection with
American Life," New York Times, 17 December 1939, 92.
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the Wind (1939) was perhaps the most copied garment
in the 1930s: prices varied, as did materials, including
copies in rayon, seersucker, and flocked organdy.
According to costume historian Edward Maeder, "A
dress need only to have a green velvet ribbon around
the waist or a dotted Swiss ruffle at the hem or around
the shoulders to be promoted as 'Scarlett O'Hara's
barbecue dress. "' 17 And if women could wear her dress,
they could be the firm, never-say-die Southern virago;
they could be carried to bed by their own Rhett Butler;
they could make a velvet curtain into a spectacle of
gown craftsmanship; they could survive war, hunger,
childbirth, and every other trial put before them. And
all with a scrap of green ribbon and a polka-dot ruffle.
The Women, on the other hand, portrayed female
self-casting and role-playing directly as another
manifestation of their identity empowerment. As the
credits roll at the start of the picture, each woman is
individually introduced alongside her particular
animal correlate. Norma Shearer, for instance, plays
Mrs. Stephen Haines (Mary), and she is an absolute
"deer;" she is outdoorsy, adventurous, strong, and
moral, a paradigm of wifed om and motherhood and not
at all unlike contemporary Vogue cover girls. Joan
Crawford, her foil, plays Crystal Allen, a perfume
shopgirl and "leopard" of a woman who insinuates her
way into Mary's man's arms with her aggressive
sexuality. Their cohorts and rivals consist of a black
cat, monkey, fox, lamb, owl, cow, horse, and little Mary
Haines (Virginia Weidler) who, like her mother, is a
baby deer. These women spend the duration of the film
gossiping, primping, shopping, and conniving and they
17
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Hollywood and History, p. 84
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speak frankly about infidelity and betrayal, about sex
and duty and woman's place, and about shifting
between roles to get what they want. 18
Images and roles hinging upon female autonomy
and power had, however, a polarizing effect. Strength
was at once laudable as a trait that would keep American families going when war erupted, but it was also
deplorable as a gender-undermining attribute, a
plagiarism of masculinity. But if women couldn't
seduce their men into abjuring warfare, they could at
least make the best of the situation. Sears marketed
"American Beauties" and "Man-Tailored Suits: to make
a woman look her feminine best" that featured the
"new English drape," squared and padded shoulders,
kick pleats, figure-molding lines, and other such
stylistic details. However, the adjectives used to
market work or career clothes were notably different
from those associated with evening gowns and dresses.
Suits were "carefully designed, cleverly styled, masterly, sleek, smart"; evening wear was "romantic" with
"Gay 90s puffed sleeves," frills and sweeping skirts,
and were "soft, cuddly, winsome, desirable, gathered-and "perfect for graduation or dancing." 19
Education, ambition, opportunity, and acumen were
associated with these garments, with the suit representing the career costume and the gown signifying
the attire for educated, convivial, modern women.
The Sanforized-Shrunk Work-Play Clothes, Aprons,
Indestructo Work Clothes, and Good Quality
Percales-the working woman's wardrobe-addressed
the more practical aspects of clothing oneself for
18
19

The Women, Directed by George Cukor, 1939.
Everyday Fashions, pp 112, 114, 116.
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wartime. Overalls fit female figures but were detailed
according to male standards, with double-stitched
seams and metal buttons, buckles, pockets, and no
choice in color beyond denim blue. These utility
clothes were advertised as "washfast," "durable,"
"sturdy," "roomy," ready to "toss in the tub," and as
"work dress for factory or home." "Freedom," "comfort,"
and convertibility were also emphasized, and they were
described as perfect for "getting down to business" and
for "having an honest-to-goodness job on hand." 20
Amidst all this functionality, floral, patterns, borders,
and effusions of color were injected into the detailing
of the frocks as ways to allow the clothes to mediate
between women and the work they were required to
undertake.
The ultimate symbol of this role-playing, however,
was seen in the simplest of outfits: the "Charmette
Background Dress," which came with a stylish accessory. For just under $6 the consumer could have
"What every woman wants! A really good dress with
exquisite line and perfect fit. Smart enough to be lovely
just as it is ... or adaptable to accessory changes." 21
Considered a "background dress," this was essentially
a classic, blank canvas piece that transformed anew
with the addition of a bangle bracelet and necklace of
tinkling grapes and leaves, a corsage and sash two
yards in length, or a bolero of rayon and cotton
bengaline.
American housewives bought these dresses because they identified with the theory behind them: a
classic, strong core-of style or of femininity-could
20
21

I
I
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I

Everyday Fashions, p. 119.
Everyday Fashions, p. 116.
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provide the backdrop for a multiplicity of personalities
and purposes as they added accoutrements to herald
a role change. The same concept yielded mix-andmatch fashions, like interchangeable skirts and
blouses, because not only did they allow the wearers
more freedom and variety, but they did so for a manageable cost, which memory of the Depression and fear
of the impending World War gave increasing weight.
Hollywood stars and American housewives alike felt
the encroachment of World War II and spent the years
leading up to the October 1938 German invasion of
Poland rapidly spinning dreams of beauty, of possibility, of changeability through the gilt-edged world of
glamour and fashion. Walter Plunkett, costume
designer for Gone with the Wind, admitted that
fashionistas consciously wove fantasies into their
fabrics:
It was just as important to look ridiculously
gorgeous as it was to make a beautiful falsefront house and have it look wonderful. It was
gorgeous. It was expensive. It was phony. You
went to see a dream and you had a glorious
time because it was exciting, but it was never
reality. 22

Films and fashion were not only escapist and
spectacular, but they also gave women framework with
which to re-define and re-imagine themselves; a whole
new vocabulary of female types was entered into the
22

Margaret Bailey, Tlwse Glorious Glamour Years, The Great
Hollywood Costume Designs of the 1930s, (Secaucus, NJ: Citadel
Press, 1982), 1.
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cultural lexicon. It was the climax of a decade that had
steadily accrued new ways of considering women,
giving them new roles to play and the costumes
necessary to play those parts. For ten years they built
up the image of healthful, confident, indefatigable
American womanliness, and at the end of that era, at
the dawn of the 1940s and the transition into a new,
war-induced phase of female responsibility they stood
armed with these glamorous, sexually potent types
and the power to identify with whichever they chose.
Perhaps not all American women would vacillate
between hell-cat and homemaker, but they might be
called upon to take on the roles of war-bride, singleparent, factory worker or career girl, and other such
complex combinations of identities. The dream of
glamour may have been phony, but it had the very real
effect of instilling hope in female moviegoers and
consumers. By November 1939, even Hollywood itself
needed something to hold onto; as sparkling crowds
spilled out of the premiere of The Women, they were
greeted with newsboys' cries that war in Europe had
been declared and that their world would never be the
same. Photoplay recorded the moment in a brief,
anonymous reflection, concluding, "Hollywood, so
often a little world within itself, a little world of ambition and desire and a thousand internal problems
peculiar to its own profession, is fact to face with grim
reality. Hollywood, like all the rest of an anguished
world, can only wait-and hope." 23
Luckily, America now had an imagination ripe for
fostering hope and reserves of strength built upon ten
years' reiteration of its robust aliveness and ability to
23

The Talkies, "Clouds Over Hollywood," 268 .
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survive through adaptation, to prove itself the fittest of
nations. Glamour gave women the ability and freedom
to "dress to kill"-a more than appropriate gift for
wartime.
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